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Western and Central Europe
and the Balkans

/C/?C
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia,
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Former

Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia

Staff
ICRC expatriates' : 129

National Societies': 67

Local employees^ : 665

Total expenditure
Sff 117,434,807

Expenditure breakdown Sfr
Protection/tracing: 15,499,435
Relief: 52,137,847
Medical assistance: 30,118,725
Cooperation with
National Societies: 1,335,978
Dissemination: 2,295,471
Operational support: 10,650,363
Overheads: 5,396,988

ICRC/AR 12.94

ICRC Headquarters

Average figures calculated on an annual basis.

Under ICRC contract, as at December 1994.
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/zz 7994 7/ze 7CFC was otozge/7 to s7rezzg7/zezz z'7s presence zzz WesTerzz ozz//

CezzTra/ Fzzrope azzz/ 7/ze Potoozzs to orz/er to respozzz/ to zzew otb s/TzzaTzozzs,

/ozzzzc/z to'ssezzztooTzozz ozz// zzz/orzzzoTzozz programmes azzz/ z/eve/op cooperaTzozz
wz'7/z toe toTerzzoTz'ozza/ orgazzz'zoTzozzs pz'esezzT to toe regzozz. CooperaTzozz wz'7/z

/VoTz'ozzo/ Fez/ Cross SoczeTzes a/,so too/: 0« a zzew to'mezzsz'ozz to 7994.
77ze /zg/z7tog cozzTzzzzzez/ to 7?oszzzo-//erzegovtoo ozzz/ Tezzsz'ozz rematoez/ /zzg/z

to toe f/zzzYez/ /VoTz'ozzs Pz'oTecTez/ Areos ff/TVPAs) to CroaTza. Owtog to toe
toj/zczz/Ty to /toz/zzzg g/0/20/ po/toco/ se77/ezzzezz7s, toe peop/es 0/ 7/ze /orzzzer
Fz/gos/ovzo were zzzzo/z/e to regaz'zz toez'r sTato/z'Ty, ozzz/ 7/ze 7CFC matoTatoez/ a
/arge zzzzm/zer o/sTa^/ to toe Patoazzs so too/ zY cozz/z/ cozzTzzzz/e to assz'sT a// 7/ze

vz'ctozzs o/toe varz'ozzs cozz/Zz'c/s.
7zz 7?oszzza-/7erzegovzz?o a /arge-sca/e recozzs/rzzcTz'ozz pzpgrazzzzzze to Sora-

yevo azz/7 Mostor azz/7 o gz-az/zza/ reTz/rzz 0/ re/zzgees /zaz/ /zeezz expecTez/, to/7 7/ze

szYz/aZzozz ozz 7/ze /rozzT /toes rematoe/7 re/a7z've/y sTaTzc to/rzzzg 7/ze year. For 7/ze

cz'vto'azz popzz/o7zozz 7/zz's zzzeazzT o 7o7o/ /ac/c 0/ /reez/ozzz 0/ zzzovemezzT, w/zz'c/z

prevezz/ez/ 7/ze re7z/rzz 0/ to7erzza//y to'sp/acez/ peop/e 7o 7/zezr /zozzzes. F/ze 7CFC
7/zz/s /zaz/ 7o 7/toe s7eps 7o ezz/zozzce respec7 /or cz'vto'azzs, especz'a//y zzztoorto'es,
azzz/ 7o assz'sT T/zozzsazzz/s 0/ vz'cTz'zzzs 0/ 7/ze /zg/z7z'zzg or 0/ repressz'ozz. F)espz'7e 7/ze

e/7or7s 0/ 7/ze toTerzzoTz'ozza/ cozzzzzzz/zzz'Ty azz/7 7/ze tosTz'Tz/Tzozz, z'7 zzzz/or7zzzza7e/y

prove/7 z'mpossto/e 7o perszzaz/e cer/ato ac7ors to 7/ze cozz///c7 7o re/togzzz's/z 7/ze

oz'zzz o/esTatoz's/ztog /zozzzogezzeoz/s ez/zzz/c oreos to 7/ze regzozzs zzzzz/er 7/zez'r cozz-
7ro/. F/ze prac/z'ce 0/ "eT/zm'c c/eozzszzzg", w/zzc/z Too/: ozz toj/erezz7 /orzzzs /zz/7 re-
zzzatoez/ zzzzaccepTatoe, wos 7/zz/s pzzrszzez/ zzz sozzze por7s o/5oszzzo-//erzegovtoo.

Fo zzzee7 zzew zzeez/s orz'stog /argefy /rozzz 7/ze pro/ozzgo7z'ozz 0/ 7/ze cozz/Zz'cT, 7/ze

7CFC a.v/cez/ some 75 /VaTz'ozza/ Fez/ Cross Socze7zes 7o /ze/p z'7 to's7rtoz/7e

emergezzcy az'z/ azz/7 se7 z/p re/zato/z'TaZz'ozz pz'ograzzzzzzes, zzzato/y zzz 7/ze metoco/
azzz/ sazzz'ZaZ/'ozz sec7ors. F/zz's re/zato'/z'TaTz'ozz e/forT zzz 7/ze mz7/s7 o/azz emergezzcy z's

zzz /toe w/7/z 7/ze po/zçy o/cozz7zzzz/z'7y 7/zo7 7/ze 7CFC wozz7s 7o es7o/z/z's/z zzz 7/zz's Type

o/stozaTz'ozz, 7o /ze/p 7/ze popzz/aTz'ozz sz/rvz've zzz cozzz/to'ozzs 0/z/ecezzcy azzz/ togzz/Ty.
F/ze 7CFC presezzce zzz Poszzz'a-//erzegovtoa azzz/ 7/ze 7/TVFAs /acto'7a7ez/

z/z'a/ogzze /zeTweezz 7/ze varz'ozzs z'zzTerzzaTz'ozza/ proTagozzz'sTs to 7/ze /z'e//7 cozzcerzzzzzg
7/ze z/z'sZrtotoz'ozz 0/ Tas/rs. F/ze /CFC's toz/epezzz/ezzT opprooc/z ezza/z/ez/ 77, o7 o
Tz'zzze w/zezz 7VAF0 was Z/zreaTezztog 7o zzzTervezze, 7o zzzozzzTozzz o presezzce
7/zz-oz/g/zoz/7 7/ze TerrzYozj wz'7/z 7/ze zzecessozy gz/orazz7ees /rozzz a// 7/ze porTz'es 7o

7/ze cozz//z'c7, w/zzc/z recogzzz'zez/ z'7s zzez/7z"o/ ozz// to//epezz//ezz7 poszYz'ozz.

C/ose Tz'es were zzzotoToz'zze// wz'7/z 7;7vF/CF ozz/7 7/7VFFOFOF* zzz orz/er 7o

ovoz/7 tozp/z'coTz'ozz 0/ ej/or7, porTzczz/or/y zzz 7/ze to'sTrz/zzzTzozz 0/ ozz/, ozz/7 7o gzzar-
azzTee 7/ze e/7/cacy 0/ /zzzzzzozzzYorz'ozz zzegoTz'oTzozz, w/zz'c/z zzzzzsT /ze /cep7 seporoTe
/rozzz //zsczzssz'ozz ozz po/to'co/ ozz/7 mtoYozj zzzoTTers. F/zere were o/so regzz/or

* UNPROFOR: United Nations Protection Force
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WESTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE BALKANS

exc/zazzges 0/ vz'ews wz'Z/z re/zresezz/aZz'ves 0/ £aro/zeazz /zoz/z'es (£CMM, *

£C77\* CSCis*) az/z/ zzozz-goverzzzzzezzZa/ orgazzzza/z'ozzs zzz Z/ze /z'e/af zzz azz

aZZezzz/zZ Zo /zarzzzozzz'ze Z/zez'r ra.s/z<?c/zve acZz'vz'Zz'es.

77ze 7C7?C Ae/;Z a cozzszY/eraTz/e zzazzz/zer a/ sZa// z'a Z/ze /?e/za/z//c o/CroaZz'a,
z>z Z/ze Fez/era/ Fe/zzzZz/z'c 0/ Fagos/avz'a, z'zzc/anfz'zzg Kosovo, Sazzz/zaÀ: azzaf MoaZe-

zzegro, azzz/ zzz Z/ze Forzzzer Fagos/av Fe/zz/Mc 0/ Macez/ozzz'a so as /o cozzZz'zzzze

z/s /zzzzzzazzz'Zarz'azz wor/c, /zarZz'ca/ar/y zzz /z/nces 0/ c/eZezzZz'ozz, azzz/ to z/eve/o/z

cozz/acYv azzz/ se/ a/z z/z'ssezzzz'zzaZz'ozz azzz/ z'zz/orzzzaZz'on /zrograzzzzzzes.
Severa/ zzzz'ssz'ozzs were cozzz/acZez/ to oZ/zer tYZZzzzzz'/zzs 0/ Cezztoa/ Faro/ze azzz/

Z/ze 5a/A'azzs. 77zese coz/zzZrz'es, es/zecz'a//y Z/zose sn//erz'zzg /zrzzzz z/ze z'zzz/z'recZ

e/fecZs 0/ Z/ze cozz/7/'cZs zzz Z/ze regz'ozz, were /zeseZ èy z'zzsZaMz'Zy azzz/ ecozzozzzz'c

z/zj/zcn/Zzes. 77ze /CFC zzzaz'zzZaz'zzez/ regzz/ar cozzZacZs wz'Z/z TVnZz'ozza/ Socz'eZz'es

azzz/ goverzzzzzezzZs wz'Z/z a vz'ew Zo seZZz'zzg z//z z/z'ssezzzz'zzaZz'ozz /zrograzzz/zzes azzz/

/zrevezzZz've acZz'vz'Zz'es.

/zz 77//7:ey, Z/ze 7CFC /o//owez/ z/eve/o/?z?zezzZs zzz Z/ze /zazzzazzz'Znrz'nzz sz'ZaaZz'ozz

wz'Z/z regarz/ Zo Z/ze cozz//z'cZ zzz Z/ze soaZ/z-easZ 0/ Z/ze coazzZzy azzz/ sZe/?/zez/ zz/? z'Zs

e//orZs Zo Zze a//owez/ Zo carzy ozzZ z'Zs zzzz'ssz'ozz zzz Z/zz's regz'ozz. 77ze asca/aZzozz 0/
Z/ze cozz/fz'cZ, re/zorZez/ /y o/feza/ czrcfes zzz 7"zzr/ce/v, o/z/zgez/ Z/ze /CFC Zo zzzs/sz

ozz Z/ze zzeez//or z'Zs /zresence Zzy vz'rZzze o/zlrZzc/e 5 cozzzzzzozz Zo Z/ze /ozzr Geneva
CozzvezzZzozzs. 77zz's /zaz/ zzn/orZazzaZe/y zzoZ /zeen acce/zZez/ Zzy z/ze ezzz/ 0/ Z/ze jear.

F/sew/zere zzz Faro/ze, c/ose cozzZacZs were nzaz'nZaz'zzez/ wz'Z/z Z/ze gove/vz/zzezzZs

o/cozzzzZrz'es w/zz'c/z Z/ze 7CFC Presz'z/enZ or s/a//' zzzezzz/zers /zaz/ vz'sz'Zez/ or w/zose

re/>resezzZaZz'ves /zaz/ /zeezz z-ecez'vez/ aZ /zeaz/z/zzarZers. Fega/ar nzeeZz'ngs were a/so
/ze/z/ wz'Z/z azzz/zassaz/ors accrez/z'Zez/ Zo Z/ze Gnz'Zez/ /VaZz'ozzs zzz Geneva, ez'Z/zer Zo

/zresezzZ Z/ze /CFG's ezzzergezzcy a/z/zea/s Zo Z/zez?z or Zo a/erZ Z/zenz, as re/zresezz/a-
Zz'ves 0/ Z/ze z'zzZerzzaZz'ozza/ coznzzzazzz'Zy, Zo /zarZz'ca/ar/y serz'oas sz'ZzzaZz'ozzs zzz

/zzzzzzazzz'Zarz'azz Zerzzzs.

r/ze /CFG a/so sZrezzgZ/zezzez/ z'Zs re/aZz'ozzs wz'Z/z Faro/zeazz /zoz/z'es sac/z as
Z/ze Za/ro/zea/z Gzzz'ozz, w/zz'c/z gz'ves sa/zsZazzZz'a/ sa/z/zorZ Zo z'Zs /zzzzzzazzz'Zarz'azz

wor/r, azzz/ ezzZz'Z/es sac/z as Z/ze C.S'Œ aaz/ Z/ze Coazzcz'/ o/£zzro/ze w/zz'c/z are zzz

a /zosz'Zz'ozz Zo exerZ z'zz//aezzce ozz Z/ze /zarZz'es Zo oago/'zz^ cozz//z'cZs, wz'Z/z a vz'ew Zo

z'zzz/zrovz'zzg res/zecZ /or z'zzZerzzaZz'ozza/ /zazzzazzz'Zarz'aa /aw. 77ze 7C/?C aZZac/zes

s/zecz'a/ z'zzz/zorZazzce Zo Z/zese re/aZz'ozzs, as /zzzzzzaaz'Zarz'azz acZz'ozz woa/J /ze coa-
sz'z/era/z/y s/owez/ z/owa wz'Z/zoaZ Z/ze zzzora/ azzaf /z'zzazzcz'a/ sa/z/zorZ 0/ Z/ze SzaZes

/zarZy Zo Z/ze Gezzeva CoaveaZz'oas.

Gzzza//}', Z/ze /C/ÎC c/ose/v /o//owez/ Z/ze reaewez/ z/z'a/ogae /zeZweea Z/ze /zarZz'es
z'zzvo/vez/ zzz TVorZ/zerzz 7re/azz<7 azzr/ Z/ze z'zrzp/z'caZz'ozzs /or z'Zs acZz'vz'Zz'es. /C//C
z/e/egaZes cozzz/acZez/ a vz'sz'Z Zo /zzivozzer.v Z/zere zzz ri/zrz'/ / 997.

* ECMM : European Community Monitoring Mission
* ECTF : European Community Task Force
* CSCE: Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe
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Western Europe

As part of its effort to bring about a humanitarian mobilization, the ICRC
maintained close contact with the governments and National Red Cross
Societies of Western Europe and constantly alerted them to the plight of war
victims in less fortunate parts of the world. The institution's President, Vice-
Presidents and Directors, members of the Committee (the ICRC's governing
body) and the delegates concerned with the region carried out frequent
missions to foster dialogue with the various States and their National Societies
and strengthen cooperation with them. The ICRC representatives gave
numerous talks and seminars, aimed at spreading knowledge of international
humanitarian law and the ICRCs work worldwide, for academic, political,
military and religious circles, diplomats, non-governmental organizations,
educational institutions and the media and communications sector. A
particularly important event was the sixth annual course on international
humanitarian law, organized by the ICRC's Legal Division and the Swiss Red
Cross at the Swiss Red Cross training centre in Nottwil, Switzerland, from
31 August to 10 September. More than 30 French-speaking advanced law
students from 14 countries around the world attended.

In the course of his activities on the diplomatic front, the ICRC President
focused on a number of topics in addition to operational matters, notably the
follow-up to the 1993 Conference for the Protection of War Victims and the
ICRC s determination to work towards a ban on landmines and blinding
weapons through the Review Conference of the 1980 United Nations Weapons
Convention, due to take place in 1995. While urging governments to take the
political action necessary to restore peace, the President stressed the need to
leave room for independent humanitarian action and underlined the ICRC's
specific role as a neutral intermediary.

The President's missions throughout the year included official visits to
Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Sweden, and to San Marino and the
United Kingdom (see below). In Austria and France, he met the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs, Health and Defence of each country, as well as other senior
government officials and representatives of international organizations. In
Paris, the President also had meetings with the Minister of State for Human
Rights and members of the National Assembly. While in Pans in May for
celebrations marking the 75th anniversary of the International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, the ICRC President had the
opportunity to review the institution's operations with the President of the
Republic. The President also travelled to Bonn to pay the traditional visit to the
capital of the State holding the presidency of the European Union. Here he
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had meetings with the Federal Minister of Economic Cooperation and

Development, the two Ministers of State and other high-ranking officials of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Secretaries of State for Defence and the

Interior and the chairmen of various parliamentary committees. During his

official visit to Italy he met the Fleads of State and Government, the Ministers
of Foreign Affairs, Health and Defence, and other senior government officials
and members of parliament. The topics on the agenda included adoption of
the new statutes of the Italian Red Cross. The ICRC President also had

meetings with the Secretary for Relations with States of the Holy See and other
Vatican officials. In Sweden he had talks with the Minister of Development
Cooperation, the Minister of Defence, senior officials of the Ministries of
Foreign Affairs and Defence, and the Director General of the Swedish
International Development Authority.

As in the past, the ICRC maintained close contact with the Swiss Federal
authorities in Bern. In December the ICRC's Executive Board went on its
annual mission to Bern, the Swiss capital, where the ICRC President,
accompanied by the institution's two Vice-Presidents and three Directors and
his assistant, had a series of discussions with the Federal authorities. They met
the President of the Confederation, the Head and the Secretary of State of the

Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, the Director for Development and

Humanitarian Aid and the Swiss army Chief of Staff.

During each mission, the President had contacts with National Society
representatives at all levels. He emphasized the importance of cooperation
within the Movement, while seeking to clarify the distinct roles to be played by
its individual components. The forthcoming 26th International Conference of
the Red Cross and Red Crescent was another central topic. In all the countries
he visited the ICRC President gave press conferences and interviews on radio
and television.

Throughout the year, the President received the Heads of State and high-
ranking government officials of a number of Western European countries at
ICRC headquarters, including the Prime Minister of the Republic of Iceland
and the Head of the Swiss Federal Department of the Interior (January), the

Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Greece, the Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Netherlands and the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
(February), the Secretary for Relations with States of the Holy See (June) and
the President of Portugal (November).

ANDORRA
On 3 and 4 March, at the request of the joint ICRC/Federation Commission

for National Society Statutes, representatives of the two organizations
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conducted a mission to ascertain whether the Andorra Red Cross met the
conditions necessary for offical recognition as a National Society. The Andorra
Red Cross, in existence since 1980, had not yet been recognized as the

Principality of Andorra did not attain sovereign statehood until March 1993.

SAN MARINO
The ICRC President visited San Marino at the beginning of April and gave

an address at the inauguration of the two new "Capitani Reggenti" (Heads of
State). During his visit the government announced that it had deposited the
instruments of ratification of the Protocols additional to the Geneva
Conventions with the Swiss Federal authorities in Bern. The ratification took
effect as from 5 October.

UNITED KINGDOM
From 11 to 21 April 1994 a team of ICRC delegates, including a doctor,

went to the Maze and Belfast prisons to carry out a follow-up visit, negotiated
the previous year, to prisoners held in connection with the events in Northern
Ireland. The ICRC has regularly conducted visits, in accordance with its
standard procedures, to prisons in the province since 1982. The cease-fire
declarations made by the IRA* and by the UVF* and the UFF* (protestant
paramilitary groups) at the beginning of September and October, respectively,
paved the way for further negotiations aimed at reaching a political settlement
in Northern Ireland.

The extensive agenda of the ICRC President's mission to the United
Kingdom in October included meetings with the Secretary of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs, the Minister for Overseas Development and
chairmen and members^of parliamentary working groups. The ICRC President
raised the question of ratification of the 1977 Additional Protocols by the
British parliament.

EUROPEAN UNION
The ICRC actively promoted its relations with ECHO* throughout the

period under review.

* IRA: Irish Republican Army
* UVF : Ulster Voluntary Forces
* UFF: Ulster Freedom Fighters
* ECHO: European Community Humanitarian Office
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Daily contacts helped to harmonize ECHO'S support for ICRC operational
activities, and the two organizations maintained a dialogue on broader issues

such as the coordination of humanitarian assistance.

At the ICRC's initiative a meeting took place in Geneva in June between

ECHO and about 20 of its partners to start reviewing the framework

partnership agreement. By the end of the year, more than 140 humanitarian
organizations had signed partnership contracts with ECHO.

The ICRC maintained fruitful relations with the European Commission, as

evidenced by the extremely rapid response of the Commission's relevant
services during the Rwandan crisis.

A development of interest to the ICRC was the establishment, under
ECHO'S initial impetus, of a diploma in humanitarian action by five European
universities. An ICRC legal specialist took part in the course on international
humanitarian law given at the University of Aix-en-Provence.

The ICRC also followed the proceedings of the European Parliament, and
in particular those of the Committee on Development and Cooperation, when
matters of concern to the institution were on the agenda. The ICRC Director
for Principles, Law and Relations with the Movement addressed the joint
ACP/EU* assembly on questions pertaining to the right to intervene on
humanitarian grounds.

The ICRC also took part in the initial meetings of the European forum for
the active prevention of conflicts, set up by a number of Parliament members

actively involved in matters related to those falling within the ICRC's mandate,
and was particularly interested to learn of a project to set up an "Observatory
of humanitarian risks" within the European Parliament.

The ICRC President for his part had high-level discussions in Greece and

Germany, which presided over the European Union in 1994, and maintained
close contacts with the ambassadors of the 12 Member States in Geneva.

The ICRC also took part on numerous occasions in the work of the Red

Cross/European Union liaison office, which represents the interests of the

National Societies of the 12 Member States and the International Federation.
The topics discussed ranged from disaster preparedness and project delegation
to transnational cooperation.

* ACP/EU : Africa-Caribbean-Pacific/European Union
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AUSTRIA
The Former
Yugoslavia

ICRC delegation ® ICRC sub-delegation / office / mission

IN 1994 THE ICRC:

visited over 7,000 detainees;

handled over six million Red Cross

messages;

regularly provided 297 health facilities
with emergency medical supplies and

essential medicines for chronic

diseases;

distributed relief supplies to over
1 million people directly affected by

the fighting;
held dissemination sessions for more

than 1,400 members of the armed

forces and for some 1,800 members of

local Red Cross organizations.

CONFLICT IN
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

The year under review was one of prom-
ises and setbacks for the people of the
former Yugoslavia and all those involved in
the arduous task of setting the war-torn
region on the road to peace. The declaration
of an exclusion zone around Sarajevo in

February following a United Nations ulti-
matum and the establishment of a federa-
tion between the Bosnian Croats and the
Bosnian government under the Washing-
ton accord in March seemed to offer some
hope of improving the situation. For a

while, the lifting of the blockade around the
Bosnian capital and a lull in the fighting
eased military pressure on thousands of ci-
vilians, and the reopening of many roads
relieved the stranglehold on towns and vil-
lages in central Bosnia, reducing the need
for emergency humanitarian assistance.

However, these hopes were dashed in the second half of the year. Despite inter-
national initiatives, such as the establishment of the five-nation Contact Group
for Bosnia-Herzegovina an April, an overall peace plan acceptable to all sides
failed to materialize, and the conflict continued throughout the territory, except
for the central part. Despite the opening of preparatory discussions, the return
of internally displaced people and refugees remained an unrealistic proposition.
Projects for the reconstruction of Sarajevo and Mostar turned out to be prema-
ture in view of the ongoing conflict, and although a number of rehabilitation
projects were set up in various places the overall scale of destruction offered
little prospect of rapid recovery.

Renewed tensions in August and September brought more hardship for the
citizens of Sarajevo, as humanitarian assistance dispatched by road and air
reached the city only at increasingly irregular intervals. While able to operate
smoothly in the first quarter, aid convoys carrying relief goods for displaced
people and other vulnerable groups in the Gorazde and Bihac enclaves

United Nations Protected Areas
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remained blocked for weeks in April and August; and as of October the whole
of eastern Bosnia-Herzegovina became inaccessible. There was frequent
indiscriminate bombing of towns and villages, with general disregard for the
safety of civilians and their property. Harassment and expulsion of civilians
continued in some areas, and was even stepped up in others.

In an initially successful drive to regain lost territory, on 21 August Bosnian
government forces took control of Velika Kladusa, the stronghold of local
Muslim militia groups led by Fikret Abdic. The fighting caused some 30,000
Muslim civilians to take refuge in the UNPA* North, where they remained
stranded in camps or by the roadside in deplorable conditions. On 29 October
new fighting broke out south of the Bihac enclave and rapidly spread to other
areas (Trnovo, south of Sarajevo, and Kupres, in central Bosnia), forcing
about 18,000 Serb civilians to leave the area and seek refuge around Petrovac
and in the UNPA South. Tensions remained high throughout eastern Bosnia-
Herzegovina, and particularly around the besieged cities of Srebrenica,
Gorazde and Zepa. In November, a Bosnian Serb-led counter-offensive again
placed the town of Bihac under siege and made the entire enclave inaccessible
to sorely needed humanitarian aid. In December Fikret Abdic's forces
recaptured Velika Kladusa, which left only the southern part of the Bihac
enclave under the control of Bosnian government troops. At the end of the year
thousands of displaced people started pouring back into the largely destroyed
town of Velika Kladusa.

Ensuring unimpeded access to these and all other groups of displaced
people in the conflict zones once again became the most pressing humanitarian
concern.

The rapid reversal of military fortunes in Bosnia-Herzegovina had left the
international community, represented by the United Nations, NATO*, CSCE
and WEU*, uncertain as to its future course of action. However, in December
matters took an unexpected turn with the initiative of former US President
Jimmy Carter to breathe new life into the moribund peace process. Fresh

negotiations between the parties resulted in an agreement signed on
31 December, providing for a four-month cease-fire, the withdrawal of troops
from some positions, the simultaneous release under ICRC auspices of all
detainees and the clarification of the fate of all people still unaccounted for.
Some cautious optimism on the eve of the new year was nevertheless mitigated
by the uncomfortable awareness that none of the complex political, military

* UNPA: United Nations Protected Area
* NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organization
* WEU : Western European Union

The former Yugoslavia
Total expenditure in 1994:

Sfr 117,253,745

Relief

I Protection/Tracing [77 Overheads

~~| Operational support P] Dissemination

I Cooperation with National Societies
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and humanitarian issues dividing the former Yugoslavia had yet been resolved.
The fact remained that all attempts to impose peace by launching the
reconstruction process and promoting the early return of refugees had proved
unsuccessful, leaving almost four million internally displaced people and
refugees facing the third winter of war. In the ICRC's view, peace-making
efforts could only succeed if backed by the international community through a
coordinated approach at the political level. Until this was achieved, the
institution felt it was the duty of governments to prevent any escalation of the
conflict and to lend their full support to emergency programmes.

Activities for the civilian population
ICRC delegates based in 28 delegations, sub-delegations and offices

throughout the former Yugoslavia continued to make every effort to provide
protection and assistance for the civilian population, the wounded and
detainees in accordance with the mandate conferred on the ICRC by the
international community. The protection of civilians and detainees remained
the institution's highest priority, a daunting task in view of systematic violation
of international humanitarian law and denial of access to conflict victims by
the warring parties. The ICRC submitted reports to the Bosnian government,
Bosnian Croat and Bosnian Serb authorities concerning the protection of
civilians, based on observations made by its delegates in their fieldwork
between March 1993 and March 1994.

Throughout the year, the ICRC did its utmost to put an end to the unaccep-
table practice of forced expulsion and to alleviate pressure on the civilian
population. Ethnic minority groups were still the main victims of harassment,
physical violence, expulsion and forced displacement. ICRC delegates
monitored the situation, of these groups, particularly in northern and eastern
Bosnia, the situation in central Bosnia having stabilized once the federation
between the Bosnian Croats and the Bosnian government came into force.

The delegates' protection activities involved visiting endangered commu-
nities and individuals at their places of residence, collecting information and

pointing out to the appropriate authorities possible problems and any viola-
tions of the rights of civilians. To have better access to the civilian population,
the ICRC extended its presence in northern Bosnia and opened four more of-
fices in and around Sarajevo. When /'« s/tw protection efforts proved vain, the
ICRC did everything possible to ensure that people who were forced to leave
their homes were able to do so in decent conditions. Between July and Septem-
ber most of the Muslim minority of the Bijeljina area, about 6,000 people, were
forced to leave and to head towards Tuzla. The expulsions were carried out
with great brutality, resulting in two deaths during the last transfer. The ICRC
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made numerous representations to the Bosnian Serb authorities, both military
and civilian, urging them to stop this practice, or at least to ensure safe transfer.
On 18 and 19 September alone more than 2,500 civilians — mostly women,
children and elderly people — crossed the front line. ICRC delegates set up a

first-aid station close to the front line to receive those arriving from the other
side and transported the weakest individuals to Tuzla. In September the ICRC
eventually gained access to people who had been arrested during expulsions
and made to work at the front lines in the Bijeljina-Lopare region. They regis-
tered 220 men in three camps and lodged a protest with the authorities con-
cerned against putting civilians to work in dangerous conditions.

The carnage caused by shelling of the Sarajevo market square in February,
the attack on the Gorazde pocket and the killings in the north-western Bosnian
town of Prijedor in spring were particularly grim examples of the dangers that
had become a way of life for civilians in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The ICRC made

constant efforts to draw the attention of the international community to their
plight. After the mass expulsions in the Bijeljina region, the ICRC President
called a meeting of all Geneva-based diplomatic representatives of the interna-
tional community at ICRC headquarters on 7 September. In his formal address
he spoke out strongly against the brutal harassment, discrimination, hostage-
taking, arbitrary detention, forcible displacement, forced labour and other,
sometimes worse, forms of ill-treatment suffered by civilians in conflict areas
of the former Yugoslavia, and the Muslim population of Bosnia-Herzegovina
in particular. The President called on the parties to the conflict to put an end to
these practices and reminded all the States party to the Geneva Conventions of
their collective obligation to ensure that the provisions of humanitarian law

were respected in all circumstances.

Moreover, the ICRC sent a comprehensive memorandum on the issue to the

member States of the Contact Group for Bosnia-Herzegovina, the President of
the Security Council and the UN Secretary-General. In the document the insti-
tution emphasized the humanitarian implications of the forced displacement of
civilians and the fact that its representations had gone unheeded.

In 1994 the ICRC provided 28,000 tonnes of food for more than one million
displaced people, other vulnerable groups, isolated communities and people in

specialized institutions in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the UNPAs. Some 500,000
beneficiaries received winter relief during the early months of the year in the

form of blankets, warm clothes, stoves, candles and plastic sheeting. In the

spring the institution carried out a seed distribution programme aimed at

rendering about 300,000 people self-sufficient for a period of four to eight
months, depending on their situation. Around 4,000 tonnes of seed were
distributed. Surveys were conducted later in the year to assess the impact of the

programme in various regions and identify new needs as winter approached,
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particularly among vulnerable groups and destitute people. Beginning in May,
the ICRC progressively scaled down its assistance, as conditions had improved
owing to earlier distributions and the reopening of many roads and supply lines
in central Bosnia. However, the ICRC continued to monitor the general food
situation and maintained contingency stocks. Thus, when fighting flared up in
the Bihac enclave in June, the institution was immediately able to deliver

emergency assistance for displaced people and other civilians affected by the
events. This was again the case in August after the fall of Velika Kladusa, and

during the last months of the year when hostilities resumed south of the Bihac
enclave and elsewhere.

programmes
Under its special programmes the ICRC assisted public kitchens serving

meals to some 10,000 elderly and handicapped people and provided milk,
bread and cheese five days a week for about 44,000 schoolchildren in Sarajevo,
on both sides of the divided city. These projects, carried out in cooperation
with the local Red Cross, were delegated to the German Red Cross in the

course of 1994. In September the ICRC chartered an Ilyushin 76 aircraft to
airlift food for the programmes into Sarajevo. In November similar community
kitchens for vulnerable groups and schoolchildren were set up by the German
Red Cross in Mostar, on both sides of the Neretva river.

The ICRC food aid programme for 3,400 vulnerable people, including
hospital patients, in Bihac was handed over to the local authorities in

September.

Activities for detainees

As before, the ICRÇ systematically visited people held by all sides and

continuously worked for the release of all those detained in connection with
the conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina. In 1994 delegates visited more than
7,000 prisoners in 127 places of detention. During their visits they distributed
food and other basic necessities, checked on the psychological and material
conditions of detention and gave the detainees the opportunity to exchange
news with their families by means of Red Cross messages. They also intervened
to put an end to unacceptable practices such as using detainees to carry out
dangerous work on the front lines. When detainees were about to be released,
ICRC delegates interviewed them in private to make sure they were going to
the destination of their choice, and ensured acceptable secunty conditions
during the release operation.

The end of hostilities between the Bosnian Croats and Bosnian government
forces led to an agreement, negotiated under ICRC auspices, resulting in the
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release in April of practically all the detainees, numbering more than 5,000,

held by the two parties, mostly in the Mostar region.
In another agreement signed on 8 June, the Bosnian government and the

Bosnian Serb authorities undertook to release some 1,000 detainees they were

holding. The ICRC made every effort to urge compliance with this agreement,
holding talks at the highest level to ensure its implementation. On 1 October
the parties at last agreed to release a number of detainees; in the following week

ICRC delegates supervised the operation in which the Bosnian Serb authorities
released 177 and the Bosnian government 159 detainees, with the participation
of UNPROFOR. For some 200 of them, this was the end of more than two

years of detention. Flowever, about two-thirds of the detainees covered by the

agreement had still not been freed at the end of the year.

Beginning in June, ICRC delegates visited about 1,500 people detained by
Bosnian government forces and breakaway Muslim groups in connection with
the internal armed conflict in the Bihac enclave. When hostilities intensified
between Bosnian government and Bosnian Serb forces and forces of the self-

proclaimed "Republic of Serbian Krajina" during the last quarter, the ICRC

again did its best to gain access to all detainees, particularly those who had
been captured during the fighting around Bihac and Majevica. However, the

parties to the conflict were reluctant to provide delegates with the necessary
facilities. Regular visits nevertheless continued to a number of places of
detention elsewhere in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

At the end of the year, while the priority remained to obtain access to all
detainees in Bosnia-Herzegovina, the ICRC also stepped up its efforts to

secure their release in accordance with the commitments made by the parties.
Linder point 8 of the 31 December agreement, the latter agreed "to work

continuously and simultaneously on processes for the early release of persons
detained in relation with the conflict, as well as for the provision and cross-
checking of all available information on persons unaccounted for. This work
will be undertaken under the auspices of the ICRC, in accordance with its

standard procedures. The parties commit themselves to commencing the

process by 15 January 1995". The ICRC immediately contacted the authorities
concerned to confirm its readiness to visit and register all detainees and to set

up the necessary working groups to organize the implementation of the

agreement.

Tracing activities
With the exchange of six million Red Cross messages in 1994, the ICRC's

tracing service in the former Yugoslavia reached unprecedented levels of
activity. Even after telephone lines and postal services had begun to work again
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in some parts of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Red Cross messages remained a major,
and in many cases the only channel of communication between the vast
numbers of displaced people and refugees and their families. The system could
not have functioned without the invaluable cooperation of local Red Cross

organizations and National Societies worldwide. The ICRC maintained
constant contact with some one hundred National Societies involved in

restoring links between family members separated by conflict in the former
Yugoslavia. In January it organized a two-day meeting in Geneva for the heads

of the tracing services of the 15 most active National Societies.

At the beginning of July the ICRC, together with the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC), launched R0J/0 LM, a radio lifeline designed to help
people get in touch with their families when contact could not be made by
means of Red Cross messages. The programme was broadcast on short and
medium wavebands throughout much of Europe and was taken up by many
local radio stations in the former Yugoslavia. With the help of the local media,
the ICRC launched an extensive campaign to make the programme known to
people living in the region.

Other important activities included reuniting family members separated by
conflict and protecting people by transferring them to safer places. In 1994 the
ICRC carried out around 2,500 family reunifications and transfers, giving
special attention to particularly vulnerable individuals such as children and

elderly people living in precarious conditions far from their kin. The institution
continued to cooperate with UNHCR and IOM* on a programme aimed at

restoring links between former detainees and their families; by the end of 1994

some 1,800 former detainees released under ICRC auspices had been reunited
with their relatives under the programme.

Throughout the year the ICRC made several approaches to the relevant
authorities regarding the fate of thousands of people who had been missing
since the conflict broke,, out in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and proposed ways of
determining their whereabouts.

Medical activities
The health services in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the UNPAs were particularly

hard hit by the conflict and remained largely dependent on outside assistance.
The Bihac enclave and the enclaves in eastern Bosnia relied entirely on
international medical aid. Under its surgical assistance programme covering all
the former Yugoslavia, the ICRC regularly furnished medicines and medical

supplies such as sterilization equipment, dressing materials, X-ray, blood

* IOM : International Organization for Migration
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transfusion and injection kits, disposable surgical supplies, antibiotics and
anaesthetics to hospitals and other facilities treating the war-wounded in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. ICRC field nurses regularly visited these establishments,
most of which were not receiving regular aid from other sources, and
distributed supplies according to need. Under another ICRC programme,
hospitals in rural areas received vitally important spare parts and basic medical
and surgical equipment contributed by the National Societies of Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Norway, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. A third
programme, launched in March, provided essential medicines for chronic
diseases for health establishments in the enclaves and zones particularly
affected by the economic embargo; in other parts of Bosnia-Herzegovina these
needs were being met by other organizations. The ICRC was also instrumental
in transferring some 120 patients requiring specialized care from Bihac and
Banja Uuka to health facilities elsewhere.

After thousands of displaced people had returned to Velika Kladusa
following the events of mid-December, an ICRC convoy succeeded in reaching
the badly damaged town on 26 December, bringing in urgently needed medical
aid and water and sanitation materials. The Velika Kladusa hospital received
surgical and medical supplies, enabling it to function during renewed fighting
in the last days of the year. Although no ICRC relief convoy had managed to
enter the Bihac pocket since October, large contingency stocks built up just
previously enabled the institution to deliver essential medical and surgical
supplies to health facilities in Bihac and other places in north-western Bosnia-
Herzegovina. The ICRC also provided such supplies and emergency water
storage equipment to hospitals in the Banja Luka area, helping them to cope
with the sudden influx of displaced civilians and war-wounded during the last
months of the year.

Water and sanitation
The population of many parts of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the UNPAs

continued to be plagued by serious water shortages and problems of access to
clean water. Remedying this situation remained an ICRC priority throughout
1994.

The ICRC provided local water services with technical assistance, spare
parts and pumps, enabling them to salvage existing installations and improve
the quality of drinking water, particularly in the UNPAs and the Banja Luka
region. ICRC water and sanitation engineers helped to set up emergency water
distribution points in Mostar and Gorazde and to construct and repair water
treatment plants and water supply systems in Gorazde, Bosanska Krupa and
Donji Vakuf (Srbobran). They also made drinking water safe for two million
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people by supplying disinfectant to rural and urban water distribution networks
and installing more than a hundred chlorinators. Emergency water supply,
sanitation and heating systems were installed in hospitals and places of
detention throughout the conflict region. In addition, the ICRC repeatedly
urged the Bosnian Serb authonties to abandon the military strategies whereby
isolated communities were denied access to water.

During the emergency in Bihac at the end of the year, an ICRC sanitation
team set up a 30,000-litre water storage system for the town's hospital and the
civilian population. As water became scarce, they added a 15,000-litre

emergency storage tank to keep all the hospital wards supplied.
National Societies continued to work alongside the ICRC on water and

sanitation programmes that took the form of bilateral projects or project
delegations. Their substantial contribution in this field is described below under
Toi«? pro/ecte wzY/i Ato/ona/ Societies.

Joint projects with National Societies
In 1994 various National Red Cross Societies continued to support the

ICRC's operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the UNPAs. In all, 17 National
Societies seconded 171 staff members to the ICRC. They were involved in
medical and sanitation projects and relief programmes (see Activities /or t/ze

civi/ia« po/m/ation — Sped«/ programmes) and took part in a number of other
activities ranging from tracing to dissemination and information work. The
British Red Cross repaired water and sanitation installations in Pale, thus
contnbuting to the supply of drinking water for Sarajevo, and partly
refurbished the water and sewage system in Mostar. The Red Cross Societies
of Denmark, Germany and Sweden were involved in repairing water
distribution systems in Sarajevo, Srebrenica, Derventa and Bihac. In a joint
project begun in Apnl 1993, the ICRC and the Norwegian Red Cross set up a

new 60-bed rehabilitation centre for patients with spinal cord injuries in

Sarajevo. The project included the provision of equipment and staff training.
The Norwegian Red Cross launched a similar project at the hospital in Zenica
in the autumn. The British Red Cross carried out a haemodialysis programme
in the Banja Luka region, and the Netherlands Red Cross contnbuted a project
providing public facilities in Sarajevo with gas-fired heating and a peripheral
nerve surgery programme in Bihac.

Cooperation with local Red Cross organizations
The ICRC considerably developed its cooperation with local Red Cross

organizations in Bosnia-Herzegovina, increasing their involvement in relief
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distributions to displaced people, tracing, medical work and dissemination
activities. All delegates in the field kept in touch with the branches to make sure
they were given the wherewithal to carry out their tasks, including substantial
material support in the form of word-processing and office equipment. At the

same time, the ICRC set up a large-scale cooperation project with all local Red
Cross branches, aimed at defining their needs and providing support and

training to strengthen their capacity to participate in the above-mentioned
ICRC activities.

The ICRC also maintained a constant dialogue with the local branches to
make sure they observed the Fundamental Red Cross Principles of impartiality,
neutrality and independence, and intervened whenever necessary to ensure that
Red Cross action was carried out in compliance with these principles.

Dissemination and information
To be in a better position to reach all the victims of the conflict and to en-

courage respect for the civilian population and improve security for humanitar-
ian workers, the ICRC continued its efforts to make its work and mandate
widely known and accepted, especially in conflict areas. It stepped up its infor-
mation and dissemination campaigns throughout the former Yugoslavia, ex-

plaining the basic rules of behaviour in combat, the role of the Red Cross and
the importance of respect for the emblem to as wide an audience as possible.
Extensive use was made of local television and radio stations to broadcast the
ICRC's message, issue information bulletins and give interviews. The ICRC
distributed its own TV and radio spots to several media organizations and cir-
culated dissemination material, including ICRC films and publications in the
local languages. As part of its cooperation programme, the ICRC also gave
constant support to dissemination activities of the local Red Cross branches in
the former Yugoslavia.

The ICRC stepped up its dissemination programmes for Bosnian govern-
ment and Bosnian Croat forces, for the first time reaching most military units.
Talks on international humanitarian law were also given frequently for UN
contingents stationed in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Local civilian authorities and
Red Cross organizations remained the ICRC's main contacts for dissemination

purposes in Bosnian Serb-held areas. A series of special seminars was launched
for Bosnian Serb police and prison service officers.

The ICRC also sponsored the publication of a book on the institution's
experience and the problems it encountered in the former Yugoslavia between
1989 and 1993, entitled Cn'mes s<ms c/zdtme«? (Crimes wzt/zowtPwms/zmezzfD

' M. Mercier, Crimes sans c/iâft'menr, Bruylant, Bruxelles, 1994.
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CROATIA
The ICRC had a sub-delegation in Knin, covering UNPA South, an office in

Vojnic covering UNPA North, and offices in Okucani and Dalj covering UNPA
West and UNPA East respectively. In addition to coordinating ICRC activities
in Croatia, the delegation in Zagreb and the sub-delegation in Split served as

logistics bases and provided support for the operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Throughout the year the ICRC maintained a dialogue with the Croat
authorities and the authorities of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on behalf
of the families of people still missing after the Croat-Yugoslav conflict, with
the aim of shedding light on their fate. In February the ICRC Delegate General
for Western and Central Europe attended a meeting in Zagreb, convened by
the Vice Prime Ministers of Yugoslavia and Croatia, at which this topic was
discussed.

Activities for the civilian population
ICRC delegates actively monitored the situation of minorities in Croatia,

including the four UNPAs, and remained prepared to take action on their
behalf. Apart from carrying out their regular medical activities (see surgical
assistance programmes under Afai/ca/ acriv/hes) throughout Croatia and relief
work for vulnerable people in the UNPAs, delegates based in Zagreb responded
to a number of emergencies arising from the conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
especially during the second half of the year. Thus, at the end of August the

delegation provided food and other emergency assistance for the tens of
thousands of displaced people from Velika Kladusa who had gathered in

camps in Batnoga and Turanj (UNPA North). From the outset, ICRC field

nurses took care of their medical needs and distributed medical supplies. After
the worst of the crisis had blown over, they continued to provide dressing
materials and essential medicines on a regular basis. A sanitation team did

everything necessary to ensure a supply of safe water in the camps. Tracing
delegates rapidly set up an efficient Red Cross message network for the people
in the camps, collecting and distributing thousands of messages between late

August and December, when the displaced people left the camps to return
home.

When hostilities flared up during the last months of the year, ICRC
delegates in Croatia and the UNPAs helped provide emergency relief for large
numbers of displaced people who had fled from the Bihac enclave towards
Petrovac and Petrovo Selo. They also delivered medical and surgical supplies
to more than 50 health facilities in the region to help them cope with the

sudden influx of casualties.
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Activities for detainees

In January 1994, 26 detainees held in connection with the Croatian-

Yugoslav conflict of 1991 were released in accordance with the provisions of
the Budapest agreement. Throughout the year, delegates visited and registered

people detained by the Croatian authorities and by the authoritites of the self-

proclaimed "Republic of Serbian Krajina" in the UNPAs and gave them the

opportunity to exchange Red Cross messages with their families. In all, ICRC

delegates saw some 320 detainees in 120 places of detention.

Medical activities
Under its surgical assistance programme covering all the former Yugoslavia,

the ICRC regularly furnished medicines and medical supplies such as

sterilization equipment, dressing materials, X-ray, blood transfusion and

injection kits, disposable surgical supplies, antibiotics and anaesthetics to

hospitals and other facilities treating the war-wounded in Croatia and the

UNPAs. Under an exceptional surgical assistance programme, hospitals in

rural areas received badly needed spare parts and basic medical and surgical

equipment contributed by National Societies. A number of health facilities

in the UNPAs benefited from the ICRC programme providing essential

medicines for chronic diseases (see Vfcftca/ actmhes, under Gw/fe in Zfasniu-

//crzcgov/nnj.

Cooperation with the National Society
and local Red Cross organizations

The ICRC maintained constant contact with the national Red Cross

headquarters and local branches in Croatia and with local Red Cross branches

in the UNPAs to facilitate cooperation between them and help them respond

to assistance, tracing and dissemination needs in the areas they covered. Five

training seminars in tracing work were organized for the Croatian Red Cross,

which also received substantial material support for its tracing service.

Dissemination
The ICRC signed an agreement with the Croatian armed forces providing

for a comprehensive dissemination programme to be carried out for officers

and military instructors. Seminars on the law of war were held for members of
the Croatian army and for members of the Serb forces in the UNPAs. Bnefing
sessions on international humanitarian law were also organized for UN

contingents in the UNPAs.
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A series of training seminars on the role of the International Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement and humanitarian law was held for leaders of
all branches of the Croatian Red Cross; moreover, the National Society
received a number of publications and video programmes for extensive
distribution. The ICRC also organized talks for local civilian authorities and
police and made increasing use of the local media to reach the widest possible
audience.

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA
(Serbia, Montenegro)

Some 20 expatriates based in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia provided
logistic support for the operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina. They also developed
contacts with the Yugoslav authorities and closely observed the situation in the

country. The ICRC maintained a presence in Pristina, in Kosovo, enabling it to
monitor developments, strengthen the dialogue with the authorities and visit
detainees.

In February the ICRC opened an office in Podgorica, the capital of
Montenegro, in order to strengthen contacts with the local Red Cross and carry
out tracing activities. The ICRC office in Herceg Novi had been closed four
months earlier.

During his mission to Belgrade in April the ICRC President met the
President of the Republic of Serbia. The latter expressed his willingness to
support ICRC activities in the region, particularly those related to the
protection of the civilian population, including minorities.

Activities for detainees
In his meeting with the ICRC President, the President of Serbia also granted

the ICRC access to all persons accused of offences against State security,
notably detainees sentenced and awaiting trial and those under investigation
held under the authority of the presidents of district courts and examining
magistrates. In August and September ICRC delegates carried out a series of
visits to places of detention in Serbia, including Kosovo, and for the first time
in Montenegro, including Sandzak. They saw some 170 detainees held in
connection with the situation in 14 places of detention. In December, following
the arrest of about 130 policemen of Albanian ethnic origin by Serb security
forces in Kosovo, the ICRC immediately began negotiations with the
authonties concerned with a view to gaining access to these detainees.
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Medical activities
Under its surgical assistance programme covering all the former Yugoslavia,

the ICRC regularly furnished medicines and medical supplies such as

sterilization equipment, dressing materials, X-ray, blood transfusion and

injection kits, disposable surgical supplies, antibiotics and anaesthetics to

hospitals and other facilities treating the war-wounded in the Federal Republic

of Yugoslavia. Under the ICRC s exceptional surgical assistance programme,
hospitals in rural areas received vitally important spare parts and basic medical

and surgical equipment contributed by National Societies. The ICRC also

provided assistance for orthopaedic centres producing artificial limbs for war

amputees in Belgrade and Novi Sad. After identifying needs at the Belgrade
blood transfusion centre, which supplies some 60 major medical facilities in
the Republic of Serbia with blood and blood products, and the transfusion

centre in Podgonca, the ICRC made substantial deliveries of urgently required
materials. The Yugoslav Red Cross received some help from the ICRC

enabling it to purchase medicines for distribution free of charge to refugees.

Cooperation with the National Society
The ICRC maintained constant contact with the Yugoslav Red Cross to

support its tracing and dissemination work. Three training seminars in tracing
work were organized for the National Society, which also received substantial

material support for its tracing service. In addition, the ICRC stepped in when

necessary to ensure the impartiality of all local Red Cross organizations in the

conduct of their activities, particularly in Kosovo.

Dissemination
After many efforts, at the end of September the ICRC obtained the

agreement of the Federal Minister of Defence to a comprehensive five-year
dissemination programme for the Yugoslav armed forces. An officer of the

Yugoslav army took part in a training course for military instructors organized

by the ICRC in Geneva in October 1994.

ICRC dissemination delegates, together with the National Society, organized
several seminars countrywide to spread knowledge of international humani-
tarian law. They addressed audiences ranging from officials of the Ministries of

Foreign Affairs, Internal Affairs and Defence to academic circles and the

general public. The ICRC also arranged for the translation into Serbo-Croat of
a book by a former ICRC medical delegate entitled Warr/or wtY/iowf Weapons."

* M. Junod, Warrior wilAoaf Weapons, ICRC. 1989.
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FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
The ICRC maintained its delegation in Skopje to promote dissemination

and tracing work and develop contacts with the authorities of the Former

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and neighbouring countries. Thus,

negotiations with the Albanian authorities resulting in permission to carry out
ICRC visits to detainees in Tirana (see A/ten/ri) were conducted from Skopje.

ICRC delegates extended their dissemination activities to other countries in

the region, including Albania, Bulgaria and Romania. In 1994 the institution
increasingly felt the need for a stronger ICRC presence in the Balkans, so as to
make international humanitarian law more widely known and to help prepare
National Societies in the region to respond to potential emergencies. The

delegation in Skopje therefore began to develop a comprehensive dissemination

strategy, centred on specific programmes for the armed forces and other
audiences and close ties with the media.

In cooperation with the Ministry of Defence, delegates organized several

seminars for members of the armed forces. The ICRC also held training
courses in humanitarian law for local Red Cross officials and arranged for
dissemination material, including audiovisual teaching aids, to be translated
into the local language.

Central Europe and the Balkans

The ICRC regularly carried out missions to the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia to foster contacts with the

governments and National Societies of these countries and exchange views on
developments and ICRC activities in the region. Topics such as conflict-related
humanitarian needs and dhe ICRC's action in the former Yugoslavia ranked

high on the agenda. The continuous dialogue enabled the ICRC to establish a

network of contacts, develop appropriate dissemination strategies and

strengthen efforts in this regard throughout Central Europe. From 2 to
12 August the ICRC, together with the Polish Red Cross, organized the twelfth
annual summer course on international humanitarian law in Warsaw. The

course was held in English and was attended by more than 30 advanced law
students from 20 countries around the world. A member of the ICRC
Committee and the President of the Polish Red Cross were present at the

opening ceremony. From 28 to 30 November the ICRC regional delegate from
Geneva attended the General Assembly of the Red Cross of Romania in
Bucharest as an observer. The main items on the agenda were the revision of
the National Society's statutes and election of the new leadership.
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With the ICRC's financial support, the National Societies of the region
produced a number of publications intended to enhance the image of the Red
Cross and make their work better known in their respective countries.

ALBANIA
In November a team of ICRC delegates conducted a mission to the southern

part of the country to assess the situation of the Greek minority living there.

They had contacts with the local authorities and Red Cross branches in the
towns of Gjirokaster and Sarande.

At the end of the year, following negotiations with the Albanian authorities,
the ICRC obtained permission to carry out visits to five Albanian nationals of
Greek ethnic origin who had been sentenced for violations of State security.
The visits were due to take place in Tirana at the beginning of 1995.

TURKEY
In the course of the year there was a significant deterioration in the situation

in the south-eastern part of Turkey. The government announced the

deployment of security forces in the area and reaffirmed its determination to
do everything possible to quell the Kurdish opposition. The attention of the
international community was drawn to the problems when five Kurdish
members of parliament were sentenced to long-term imprisonment by a
Turkish court. The ICRC had long been concerned about developments in
Turkey and their possible consequences in humanitarian terms for a large
number of people; however, despite repeated offers of humanitarian services
made by the institution over the last ten years, the crisis zone, unlike most
conflict areas in the world, continued to be barred to the ICRC in 1994.

The ICRC made numerous representations to the Turkish government
urging it to grant delegates access to the affected region so that they could

carry out their humanitarian work for civilians and detainees in compliance
with Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions. The institution
concentrated on explaining both to the Turkish government and to the Kurdish
opposition its role as a neutral and impartial intermediary working on the basis
of strictly humanitarian criteria. It emphasized the fact that the ICRC's
presence in the field and in places of detention would not affect the legal status
of either party, and would have no implications for the recognition of any
group. On 27 January the ICRC President and the President of Turkey met in
Zurich to discuss the situation in Turkey and the possibility for the ICRC to
carry out activities on behalf of displaced people and to visit prisons in the

country. The meeting was the first of numerous approaches made by the ICRC
throughout the year.
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In December, the Kurdish opposition stated its intention to abide by the
Geneva Conventions and invited the ICRC to conduct field missions in order
to assess humanitarian needs resulting from the armed violence in south-
eastern Turkey. Taking note of this step, the ICRC requested the Kurdish side
to issue the necessary instructions to combatants to ensure improved respect
for the civilian population and notification of all prisoners to the ICRC. In view
of the escalating confrontation, the ICRC hoped that both sides would accept
its role as a neutral intermediary and allow it to carry out its humanitarian
activities outside of political considerations.
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